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the series ends, and what a way to go out. this two-episode filler arc brings in an element that could never be fully replaced: the most epic villian ever to hit the ninja world. his rematch against naruto is a sort of "best of one" fight, as he's allowed to keep possession of any
jutsu he learns about. naruto can't counter the kage bunshin jutsu as he did against the four kage senshi, and his heavy focus on his own jutsu to fuel his chakra meant he was unable to resist the time-stopping technique. while many of the filler episodes were sidelined
with unique characters or a certain plot, this one changed it up by adding in the villain of the day. during his fight with naruto, kidōmaru first takes a shot at his rival's trusty hokage jutsu, but when that fails, he opts to use the only thing he has that will work against his

enemy: a pokemon named cresselia. naruto uses chidori to blast him away, and leaves the battle with the confidence of a winner. when first broadcast, the anime began in late april 1999 and ended two years later in early june 2001. the series was cancelled in mid-2001.
this means that it will be available for streaming legally (!!!) for three more years. so yeah, its definitely worth getting. by then, the anime will be up for two centuries (assuming no time-travel shenanigans happen). and if you find yourself in a time machine, just pop on

back in time a few months and bam! you've got your naruto fix! if youre like most anime fans, you may also be searching for english subs for popular anime series. many anime series are available without subs, but others come with them. subs are a way for fans to
understand the english spoken dialogue in an anime. subtitles can be a royal pain to find in some cases. subtitles may not be available for your favorite anime, and may be difficult or impossible to find. if you want to add anime subtitles for certain episodes or series, you

may need to read up on how to translate them. anime subtitles can be done manually, or you can use automatic subtitle software to do it for you.
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fusion chakra is the ability to create powerful jutsu and to control the bodies of others, often with devastating results. thoughnaruto didn't understand the true implications of this ability at first, he soon after developed it into a separate understanding of his sixth chakra
and jutsu. kurama's baby will become a major force for the series if not its primary setting, providing an emotional connection to the series that fans will remember for years to come. from the moment kishimoto announced that naruto would be the main character, fans
knew that naruto would be dealing with kurama's emotional attachment, and this episode proves that those predictions were accurate. naruto's friendship with a tiger shikamaru is one of the most famous aspects of the series, and this filler arc brilliantly builds the two

fighters' friendship to its peak. in particular, the action-packed closing moments of the episode will have fans of naruto, shikamaru, and the rest of the series screaming for more. shikamaru's role in the series is far more important than it was in the manga, and it's because
of his free spirited attitude that he's one of the most popular characters in the series. this episode proves it. while their respective arcs on the filler list are separated, gin and gai get their own dedicated episode with partners hibiki and mochizuki. though the pair of b-list
characters are more expendable characters, this episode lets them redeem themselves when they hatch a plan to free gai from some thugs that took him prisoner after a manga crossover. this short filler arc will have fans scratching their heads, but seeing a little bit of

hope in some characters that were supposed to be insignificant is a sure way of winning them over. 5ec8ef588b
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